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Bidirectional Labeling and Registration Scheme
for Grayscale Image Segmentation

Lei Ma, Xiao-Ping Zhang, Senior Member, IEEE, Jennie Si, and Glen P. Abousleman

Abstract—In this paper, we introduce a new image segmenta-
tion scheme that is based on bidirectional labeling and registra-
tion and prove that its segmentation performance is equivalent to
that of the conventional watershed segmentation algorithm. The
proposed bidirectional labeling and registration scheme, which we
refer to as bidirectional labeling and registration scheme (BIDS),
involves only linear scans of image pixels. It uses one-dimensional
operations rather than the queues that are used in traditional seg-
mentation algorithms, which are two-dimensional problems. BIDS
also provides unique labels for individual homogeneous regions. In
addition to achieving the same segmentation results, BIDS is four
times less computationally complex than the conventional water-
shed by immersion technique.

Index Terms—Bidirectional labeling, catchment basin, gradient
map, image segmentation, region merge, region registration,
watershed.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE watershed is a concept in geography, referring to the
natural pathways formed from water flow due to Earth’s

gravity. The potential of Earth’s gravity drives the water down-
hill to form watersheds that segment the terrain into different
regions. When the watershed technique is used to segment im-
ages, the potential of Earth’s gravity is replaced by the gradients
of image pixel intensity values, and the image (terrain) is seg-
mented into regions according to homogeneity with respect to
intensity values of pixels (water).

Watershed approaches [1], [2] have been developed and
widely used for segmentation of digital images. Conventional
watershed segmentation methods use local information to
achieve global homogeneity, and they are more efficient as
compared to methods such as region growing and tree search.
However, the watershed is more complicated than some other
segmentation methods such as thresholding, but with better
segmentation results in terms of homogeneity. In order to pro-
vide random access to the two-dimensional (2-D) pixel array,
a queue [1] is used in many of the conventional watershed
methods. Since the image gradient varies from image to image,
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the length of the queue cannot be determined a priori, which
can be up to the size of the image in worst-case scenario. This
generally introduces uncertainty into memory management
and calculation overhead, and may lead to difficulties in hard-
ware-specific implementations.

Recent research related to watershed segmentation has fo-
cused on segmentation performance and speed on a variety of
images. Potentials other than gradients have been used to seg-
ment images with complex content. For example, Hill et al.
[3] introduced a novel concept of “texture gradient” to segment
texture-rich images with conventional watershed segmentation
routines. For color images, Ji and Park [4] exploited luminance
and chrominance difference components to verify regional co-
herency. Shafarenko et al. [5] used color gradient in CIELUV
space (LUV gradient) to provide both a color similarity mea-
surement and a basis for watershed transformation.

As one of the best available image segmentation methods,
the conventional watershed is very efficient in terms of com-
putational complexity and memory consumption as compared
to methods such as partial differential equations (PDE) [6] and
Markov random fields (MRFs) [7]. Even so, research has fo-
cused on reducing the computational complexity to make real-
time segmentation feasible in low-end industrial devices. To
this end, Pitas and Cotsaces [8] used skeletonization by influ-
ence zone and the watershed transform to increase the efficiency
of memory access, thus, greatly increasing the ability to seg-
ment large images. Moga et al. [9] reformulated the watershed
transform for parallel machines, and to reduce the communica-
tion overhead, which significantly increased processing speed.
Heuristic methods were also used to reduce complexities in-
volved with the queue operation, including gradient modifica-
tion and static queues [10], [11].

These modifications have improved watershed segmentation
performance in different types of images and in different appli-
cations, but most of these algorithms have retained pixel random
access in the original image lattice. Thus, the segmentation re-
mains a 2-D problem, which makes these methods computation-
ally complex.

In this paper, we provide a systematic method of making the
watershed operation a deterministic process by using a bidi-
rectional labeling and registration scheme (BIDS). The bidirec-
tional labeling process alleviates the problems caused by large
flat areas in the gradient map of the image, and the registra-
tion operation eliminates the need for a queue. By changing the
original image lattice to a raster-scan order, BIDS makes use
of one-dimensional (1-D) data only. The proposed method gen-
erates a catchment basin and watersheds that are equivalent to
those generated by the conventional watershed by immersion
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technique. The computational complexity of BIDS is linear, and
is four-times less than watershed by immersion segmentation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, BIDS is developed, and its equivalence to watershed
segmentation is proved. In Section III, detailed implementation
steps for BIDS are presented, and computational complexities
for both BIDS and conventional watershed by immersion are
analyzed. Section IV provides experimental results, and a
conclusion is given in Section V.

II. BIDIRECTIONAL LABELING AND REGISTRATION SCHEME

BIDS consists of a gradient calculation, gradient sorting, and
drowning steps that are the same or similar to watershed by im-
mersion. In BIDS, bidirectional labeling and region index set
registration replace initialization, skeletonization (e.g., skele-
tonization by influence zone), and finalization steps in water-
shed by immersion.

A. Notation, Terms, and Definitions

The notation, terms, and definitions used in this paper are
defined as follows. An image to be segmented is denoted by .

denotes a pixel or a pixel value in image at location .
The gradient map is denoted as , and its magnitude at is
denoted by .

Definition 1: A pixel’s 8-connected neighbors, ,
are the eight adjacent pixels in the horizontal, vertical, and two
diagonal directions. This is illustrated below, where is the
current pixel

In the following, 8-connected neighbors are also referred to as
connected pixels.

Definition 2: The sortmap is the ordered gradient map by
pixel gradient magnitude values. Should the situation occur
where some pixels have the same gradient magnitudes, these
pixels are sorted by a certain raster order (e.g., row by row).

Definition 3: A downstream path is a sequence of con-
nected pixels, with their gradient magnitudes ranked in a
steepest descent, monotonic, and nonincreasing order.

Definition 4: A (regional) minimum in a gradient map
is a pixel from which no downstream path leads to any other
pixel in with lower gradient values.

Definition 5: A minimum set is a connected set of minima
in Definition 4 with gradient value .

Definition 6: An influence zone associated with a minimum
is a set of pixels, including , that has a downstream path

to the minimum . An influence zone is the union of the catch-
ment basin and the watershed associated with , which are de-
fined next.

Definition 7: Similar to [1], a catchment basin asso-
ciated with a minimum is a set of pixels in the lattice of
image , such that a water drop at flows down along the re-
lief, following a certain downstream path to . The lines that
separate different catchment basins are called watersheds. Note
that, in this paper, the catchment basin and the watershed asso-
ciated with make up the influence zone associated with .

Definition 8: A critical area is a connected set of pixels that
have the same gradient values, such as that in basin and saddle
areas.

B. Conventional Watershed by Immersion Method

The conventional watershed method [1] is reviewed briefly
in this section. Conventional watershed segmentation includes
the following procedures: gradient generation, drowning, and
sorting. For immersion, the generation of catchment basins and
influence zones are based on the geodesic distance and skeleton
concept. Let denote the pixel locations with values less
than , then the subset of the catchment basin , at level

, is defined as

(1)

where a pixel in the image. The immersion process starts from
the lowest water level and works its way up in value.

If is a connected component of water level, , the re-
lationship between and the current catchment basin formed by
the previous water level is examined according to one of
the following three cases to determine the new subset of catch-
ment basin at water level . This process is usually re-
peated several times to ensure that the pixels go to the nearest
minimum in the geodesic distance sense.

Case 1) If does not contain any part of , then
itself and the pixels enclosed by it form a new wa-
tershed.

Case 2) If contains or connects with one connected
, then the new set of pixels in

forms the updated subset of catchment
at level .

Case 3) In the case where contains or connects with mul-
tiple connected subsets , the components
of are placed in the closest subset in a
geodesic distance sense.

In the critical areas, first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue structures
are used to search and determine new catchment basins. There
are uncertainties in the calculation since the sizes and shapes of
the critical areas are unknown. The queue length and the number
of times to dequeue these pixels are, therefore, undetermined for
dynamically allocated queues. For statically allocated queues,
the size can be up to the size of the image itself in the worst case.
This makes it relatively hard to evaluate the computational com-
plexity and adds possible run-time overhead into the calculation.

C. Novel Bidirectional Labeling and Registration Operations

BIDS makes use of some of the conventional watershed seg-
mentation procedures such as gradient generation, drowning,
and sorting, as many variants of watershed methods do. The
novelties of BIDS are bidirectional sorting, sortmap bidirec-
tional labeling, and registration. These procedures make BIDS
a more efficient algorithm as we will show later. First, we intro-
duce the critical components in BIDS.

• Sorting. The sorting process makes two passes through
the image, and sorts the pixels by their gradient values
according to a preselected sort order. As the name im-
plies, there are two scan orders involved to generate two
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sortmaps. In the proposed algorithm, the preselected or-
ders are chosen to be 1) row by row, from left to right, and
2) row by row, from right to left. Other sort orders are also
feasible that are based upon the presented principle. This
sort order also determines the labeling directions within
the critical area. Throughout the remainder of this paper,
they are used interchangeably.

• Bidirectional labeling. Bidirectional labeling is a linear
labeling process that only involves the current pixel and
its 8-connected neighbors according to the labeling rules
presented below with reference to Fig. 1.

Case 1) All pixels in the set are not labeled. The
pixel will be assigned to a new region index, ad-
vanced by 1 from the current highest region index in
the map. The first pixel being labeled will be given
the region index “1” by default. In this case, the pixel
has the smallest gradient value in the neighborhood.

Case 2) If the set is partially labeled, and all the
labeled neighbors have the same region index, then
the current pixel will be labeled as the same region
index as the others in the neighborhood. This pixel
has the highest gradient value among the pixels that
are assigned to the region index, and it is on the
downstream path to the same minimum.

Case 3) If the set is labeled, but with different
region indices, the pixel is labeled as a region
boundary pixel, and it separates different catchment
basins.

Repeat these operations for each pixel in the
image following the sort order, then each pixel in
the image will have a region index indicating to
which catchment basin it belongs.

• Registration. After labeling, the recursive registration
process proceeds as follows. There are two labeling pro-
cesses, each following a different labeling direction. For
the two sets of region indices, , for labeling
direction and , for labeling direction , let

denote the region index for pixel in the
two region index sets, then for any nonregion boundary
pixel and any pixel in the image

if , then the region index is correct;
if , then

if then assign

(2)

if , then

if then assign

(3)

Note that, in the registration process, we choose not to use
nonregion boundary pixels because the directions of the two
labeling processes are different, and the region indices on the
region boundary pixels may be ambiguous. For this purpose,
a boundary map is generated to indicate the pixels that are
boundary pixels which should not be used for registration.
Also, the actual watershed boundaries exist in both boundary
maps, while the false boundaries are different in the two maps.
The registration process is, thus, equivalent to finding the in-

tersection of the boundary maps generated by the two labeling
processes.

To implement the registration process, a hash table is first
built for each set of region indices. The new indices are initial-
ized incrementally starting from 1, following one of the labeling
orders, which is denoted order A. Each pixel in the image is then
traversed following the order A. At each pixel location, the new
indices in the two hash tables are updated to the smaller of the
two. The resulting new indices in the hash table for the order A
is the consolidated region index set.

The consolidated region index set generated by registration is
then used to relabel the image. The pixels in the resulting image
will each have a unique region index indicating the homoge-
neous region to which it belongs.

The registration algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. From the
pseudocode, “labelmap” is used to denote the consolidated final
label map. The term “tableA” denotes the hash table for order
A, and “tableB” denotes the hash table for order B:

D. Equivalence of Bids to Watershed by Immersion

To systematically prove the equivalence of BIDS to conven-
tional watershed segmentation, we first consider the case where
no critical area exists in the image. In this case, any order of la-
beling should generate real watershed boundary lines. Then, we
will consider a more general case where critical areas do exist.
False boundary lines usually emerge as a result of a specific la-
beling direction, and separate the critical areas into “directional
catchment basins.” We will prove that these directional catch-
ment basins can be merged into real catchment basin with the
registration operation.
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Fig. 1. Sortmap labeling rules.

Definition 9: A directional catchment basin is an area
where a downstream path in the labeling direction exists
for each pixel leading to its corresponding minimum .
This means that, for each downstream path in the direc-
tional catchment basin, namely the ascending pixel sequence

, the pixel is always labeled
before .

Definition 10: A false boundary line is the line that exists
in a real catchment basin, and separates it into directional
catchment basins. This line appears because of the nature of
the 1-D labeling direction, and the existence of critical area.
False boundary lines in part define the boundary of a directional
catchment basin.

1) Equivalence Proof Under the Condition of Unique Gra-
dient Magnitude Values: We first prove that BIDS is equivalent
to watershed by immersion when all of the gradient magnitude
values in the image are different, and the critical areas do not
exist.

Theorem 1: If the gradient map of an image satisfies the fol-
lowing conditions, then

1) each catchment basin has only one minimum;
2) for each point in a catchment basin, there exists a steepest

downstream path that is strictly monotonically decreasing
to the minimum, then we can conclude that any labeling
direction generates segmentations in term of catchment
basins satisfying Definition 7; in other words, the labeling
rules of BIDS can generate segmentations of the image
that are equivalent to conventional watershed segmenta-
tion [1], regardless of the labeling directions.

Proof: First, sort all pixels in a catchment basin by their
gradient values in ascending order.
Since has the lowest value, it will be labeled as the minimum
for this catchment basin.

When pixel is being labeled, the remainder of the pixels
in its downstream path can be categorized into one of two sets:
The labeled set and the unlabeled set . Due to the mono-
tonically decreasing path, we have

(4)

Suppose there exists a strictly monotonic downstream path that
is steepest from to its minimum . Then, for pixel ,
which is in the neighborhood of , since

(5)

therefore

(6)

and

(7)

then, will be assigned to the same label as according
to the labeling process presented in case 2 of the bidirectional
labeling process. In other words, is in the same catchment
basin as if there is no other pixel where in the
neighborhood of .

If two pixels and in the neighborhood of have
downstream paths to different minima, and lower gradient
values than , then will be labeled as a watershed.
Therefore, between the two lower-valued pixels, there is no
downstream path.

Corollary 1: If all gradient values in an image are unique,
then the BIDS bidirectional labeling results are equivalent to
those of watershed by immersion and do not depend on the la-
beling directions.

Proof: Since no pixels in the image have the same gradient
value, it is obvious that each catchment basin has only one min-
imum, and the downstream path will be strictly monotonically
decreasing. As Theorem 1 states, the results are equivalent.

2) Equivalence Proof at the Presence of Critical Areas and
False Boundary Lines: In real-world images, critical areas do
exist, especially when drowning is used to suppress noise in the
image. Not only is the unique minimum of a catchment basin
no longer guaranteed, but the downstream path may no longer
be strictly monotonic. Within these critical areas, the bidirec-
tional labeling direction will not follow the geodesic distance
order. Rather, they follow one of the labeling directions. False
boundary lines may appear depending upon the shapes of the
critical areas.

If the critical areas in the bottom of the catchment basin are
convex, then for any pixels in the area, there exists a line along
the labeling direction such that all pixels on this line are inside
the critical area. Thus, the pixels on the line are always labeled
in a monotonic order along the labeling direction. When a pixel
is to be assigned to a region index, the pixel before it on the same
line has already been labeled. These two pixels will then have
the same region index. Therefore, false boundary lines are not
of concern in this case.

For critical areas that are concave, directional catchment
basins are usually generated, as shown in Fig. 2. They are
created by certain combinations of the labeling direction and
the direction of the concaveness, which will be explored in
more detail later in this section. Referring to Fig. 2, suppose
areas and have the same gradient magnitude level, which
is lower than that of . Following labeling direction 1, when the
pixel in the top left corner of area is being labeled, there are
no labeled pixels that are connecting it to the already partially
labeled area . Thus, according to the labeling rules in BIDS,
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Fig. 2. For a given labeling direction (e.g., row by row, from left to right) and
the direction in concaveness as shown, false boundary lines are generated within
the same critical area since the top left pixel in C and its subsequent pixels in
C are given to different labels than B, according to the labeling rules.

the pixels in area will be given a new region index. When the
two labeled areas meet, the bold line is created and is called
the false boundary line, which separates the two directional
catchment basins that are supposed to have the same label.

Note, however, that if the labeling direction is changed to di-
rection 2, as shown in Fig. 2, the illustrated false boundary line
under this condition will not appear. In this paper, we consider
four types of possible concave orientations, which may result in
false boundary lines if they resonate with some labeling direc-
tions. The false boundary lines can break catchment basins into
directional catchment basins according to Definition 9.

Property 1: The directional catchment basins have the fol-
lowing properties.

1) Directional catchment basins are subsets of the real catch-
ment basin that contains the critical area to which they be-
long.

2) Directional catchment basins that belong to the same
catchment basin are nonoverlapping.

Proof: Since directional catchment basins are generated
within a critical area separated by false boundary lines, and the
critical area itself belongs to a catchment basin according to
Definition 7, then the directional catchment basin is a subset of
the real catchment basin. Each pixel in the image is labeled with
one and only one region index in each labeling process; thus, the
directional catchment basins cannot overlap.

Proposition 1: For a concave critical area located at the
bottom of a catchment basin with one of the four directions
shown in Fig. 3, there exist two labeling directions such that
when used in labeling, these two directions generate different
sets of directional catchment basins, or at least one of them
does not generate directional catchment basins.

Proof: This can be proved by examining all of the pos-
sible combinations of labeling directions and orientations of the
concave critical areas in the bottom of a catchment basin. Fig. 3
is an illustration of all possible cases that can indeed resonate
and create false boundary lines. Since these critical areas are lo-
cated at the bottom of a catchment basin, none of the pixels in
the neighborhood of such a critical area are labeled before it is
labeled. The directional catchment basins only depend on the

concaveness of the critical area with respect to the labeling di-
rections. The generation of these false boundary lines are due to
the fact that raster scan order is used rather than 2-D geometric
distance.

To ensure that two labeling processes do not generate over-
lapping false boundary lines, the labeling directions are chosen
according to Fig. 3 and correspond to different directional catch-
ment basins, i.e., top down from left to right, and bottom up from
right to left.

Proposition 2: For a critical area on the saddle position, there
exist two labeling directions such that when used in labeling,
these two directions generate different sets of directional catch-
ment basins in this critical area.

Proof: For the critical area on the saddle position, i.e., the
critical area next to another area that has a lower gradient value
and is already labeled, false boundary lines will appear at the
border of the critical regions and the already labeled area. In
Fig. 4, all possible saddle critical area positions are illustrated.
In this case, the generation of false boundary lines do not depend
on the concaveness of the area shape. Rather, they are generated
because there exists an adjacent area that is already labeled. This
only happens when the labeling direction is going from the unla-
beled critical area into the already labeled area. From the combi-
nations in Fig. 4, there exist a set of labeling directions that can
generate different directional catchment basins, i.e., top down
from left to right, and bottom up from right to left.

Proposition 3: For a general critical area, there exist two la-
beling directions such that when used in labeling, these two di-
rections generate different sets of directional catchment basins
in this critical area.

Proof: The Proof of Proposition 3 follows from Proposi-
tion 1 and Proposition 2. Starting from the bottom critical area
with lowest gradient value using Proposition 1, then consid-
ering the next lowest gradient valued critical area using both
Proposition 1 and Proposition 2, we can iteratively label the en-
tire critical area without overlapping false boundary lines. By
carefully exploiting the combinations in Figs. 3 and 4, we con-
clude that one of the recommended set of labeling directions that
would generate different sets of directional catchment basins is
top-down from left to right, and bottom-up from right to left.

Using Algorithm 1, these different sets of directional catch-
ment basins can be merged into a real catchment basin. The
proof is given in Theorem 2.

Theorem 2: The directional catchment basins resulting from
different labeling directions can be merged into a real catchment
basin through recursive registration.

Proof: Let any region with real region index
be assigned into two directional region

index sets, , and , by the two labeling
procedures, respectively. Let and be the direc-
tional region index of pixel by labeling direction and ,
respectively, denote a set of connected pixels with the same
region index under labeling direction and denote a
set of connected pixels with the same region index under
labeling direction . Then, for a pixel , its region indices
from the two labeling directions are and , and

and (8)
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Fig. 3. Illustration of all possible combinations of labeling directions and the orientation of the concaveness of the critical areas. Eight cases are identified as
resonant cases between the labeling direction and the orientation of concaveness, which can result in false boundary lines and consequently directional catchment
basins. The arrows depict the labeling directions, and the bold dashed lines depict the false boundary lines.

Fig. 4. Illustration of all possible combinations of saddle critical area positions and the labeling directions. The gray region denotes the position of already labeled
area with lower gradient value. The white region denotes the saddle critical area position. The annotation at the top denotes the labeling directions, and the dashed
lines denote false boundary lines.

Let

(9)

Without loss of generality, if

(10)

then, by applying recursive registration in (2) and (3), will be
assigned to

(11)

Applying this to all in the critical area, the entire critical area
will be labeled by region index or equivalently

(12)

Thus, using region notation , we have

(13)

The resulting region index set is the real region index set. The
two directional catchment basins are merged into their union,

. This can be applied to all directional catchment basins in
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Fig. 5. Block diagram of proposed BIDS algorithm.

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY BETWEEN BIDS AND WATERSHED BY IMMERSION;

BIDS SHOWS FOUR TIMES LESS COMPLEX THAN WATERSHED BY IMMERSION

the real catchment basin, which is the enclosure of the union of
the constituting directional catchment basins.

As shown in the preceding discussion, BIDS can indeed gen-
erate segmentations according to the conventional watershed
definition [1]. In the next section, we show that BIDS is much
more efficient computationally than the conventional watershed
by immersion algorithm.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF BIDS AND COMPUTATIONAL

COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS

The implementation of the BIDS algorithm starts with the
gradient value calculation, followed by flooding. Bidirectional
sorting, labeling, and registration procedures are carried out
subsequently, as shown in Fig. 5.

A. Gradient Calculation

The gradient magnitude value of a pixel is calculated as [12]

where and are the gradient values along the two per-
pendicular axes defined and calculated by their corresponding
gradient operators as

where and are the gradient operators, and denotes
the convolution operation.

The gradient magnitude can also be replaced by other dissim-
ilarity measurements for segmentations based on other homoge-
neous features such as texture or color.

B. Flooding and Sorting

The flooding operation is defined as

if
otherwise

(14)

where is the flooding parameter. The flooding operation aids
in the removal of noise and weak edges. When tested on the
IEEE test image set, has a fairly robust equilibrium at 39 for
natural grayscale images and 24 for MRI images.

Details pertaining to sorting, linear labeling, and registration
are discussed in Section II-C.

C. Computational Complexity Analysis

BIDS is a linear procedure. To calculate the complete region
index map, the image is scanned through eight times. In each
scan, calculation involves only the pixel itself and its 8-con-
nected neighbors. Here, we denote the number of pixels in the
image by , the number of gradient magnitude levels by , and
the average queue length in the conventional watershed algo-
rithm by . Since different computational operations take dif-
ferent clock times, we use to denote assignment operations,

to denote arithmetic operations, and to denote com-
parisons. (I/O) is used to denote an image Input/Output process.

The computational complexity analysis is summarized in
Table I.

From the table, we see that BIDS requires approximately
four-times fewer operations than watershed by immersion.
In actual implementations, the arithmetic operations usually
require more CPU clock cycles than comparisons and assign-
ments. Without implementation optimization, BIDS is at lease
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Fig. 6. BIDS applied to testing images with drowning threshold T = 39. (a1), (b1) Original image. (a2), (b2) Gradient map. (a3), (b3) Labeling row by row
downward, from left to right. (a4), (b4) Labeling row by row upward, from right to left. (a5), (b5) Final segmentation by registration.

twice as fast, on average, than the optimal implementation
of the conventional watershed that is presented in [10]. Note
that heuristic preprocessing is used in [10] to accelerate the
speed of the algorithm, which yields a slight deviation from
the conventional watershed algorithm. This happens when
drowning normalizes the gradient values, and some of the
gradient levels are overlooked, which results in the absence of
certain region boundary pixels. A comparison of BIDS without
drowning to the watershed alorithm in [1] shows BIDS to be
approximately four-times faster. Moreover, the conventional
watershed method still has an uncertainty factor , which
increases its complexity even further. Also, BIDS produces
region index sets that can benefit from subsequent procedures
that utilize the results from the segmentation.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

Experiments were carried out on several images to illustrate
the performance of the BIDS algorithm. The algorithm was im-
plemented in C++, and compiled with the GNU g++ compiler
version 2.95.3–5, on a 1-GHz Pentium III machine without im-
plementation optimization.

Fig. 6 shows the BIDS processing steps on two testing image.
The image on the top row has large uniform intensity regions
(critical areas), which are a major cause of false boundary lines.
As shown in Fig. 6(a3), this particular labeling direction gen-
erates many false boundary lines in the critical area, while the
other labeling direction [Fig. 6(a4)] does not. The drowning
threshold used here was .

The set of images on the bottom row shows the BIDS pro-
cessing steps for the Lena image. With a drowning threshold of

, BIDS yields 807 segments for this image.
Without implicit implementation optimization, BIDS seg-

ments imagery of size 256 256 in an average of 0.27 s, which
includes the gradient map (activity image) calculation. With
512 512 imagery, the run time averages approximately 1.10 s,
which demonstrates the linearity of BIDS.

V. CONCLUSION

Watershed segmentation is a well established image segmen-
tation method that has generated great interest to improve its
performance further and to widen its application domain. In this
paper, we have presented a novel segmentation method called
the BIDS, which was compared to watershed by immersion seg-
mentation. BIDS was shown to be more efficient and systematic
than conventional watershed methods, while being easily imple-
mentable. We have shown in theoretical terms that BIDS gen-
erates uniquely labeled regions satisfying the definition of the
catchment basin and watershed line in the original watershed by
immersion technique without the use of queues. Computational
complexity analysis shows that BIDS is a linear algorithm and
requires four-times fewer operations than the conventional wa-
tershed algorithm. Simulation results also show that BIDS pro-
vides outstanding segmentation performance.
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